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Robert Brunton

To: Gary King (leedsunited69@yahoo.co.uk); Ian Mccord; Malcolm Golding; Mike Gilbey; Paul Steward (SDP); Robert Brunton; Trevor gay
Subject: This week’s results

Hi All, two matches this week 
 

 
 
The first result gave three very welcome home points for SDP which lifts them off bottom spot on goal difference. It looks like the battle 
for the wooden spoon will be between them and Whitefields. Thing are not looking too good for Captain Ian as he has two away 
matches left to complete. 
 
The second result saw my Oakridge boys go down by a narrow 3 to 2 margin at the ever difficult Atherstone. My match with Gaz and 
Mike Ferguson looked like a classic whitewash as partner Ed Iles and I were 6 down after 6 holes. Gaz and Mike came out of the traps 
running and we could see Gaz was thirsting for an 8 and 7 thrashing. Somehow we managed to stem the tide and restrict our loss to 3 
and 2. There was one memorable moment on the narrow 14th Quarry hole. Gaz proclaimed on the tee that he would like his ball to go 
to the left hand side of the fairway. I said don’t go too far left mate as there is a farmyard with a large barn up there. “Never been there 
in my life mate” proclaimed a confident Gaz. He took out a fairway wood and guess what? Straight into the farmyard! He then took out 
the big dog and with steam coming out of his ears he ripped a beauty..........even further into the farm yard hitting the barn roof with 
considerable force. I hope this helps to dispel the myth that Gaz couldn’t hit a barn door as he can most certainly hit a barn roof! I was 
there. Even playing partner Mike found this highly amusing. All in all a great match with good camaraderie and an excellent meal. 
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